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“Nine Hearts” tells the compelling story of a special forces team 
set up to protect Turks globally on operations packed with 
passion, bravery and humanity, highlighting the strong personal 
bonds that they forge in battles against hostile forces bent on 
destroying their world.



In the compelling drama “Nine Hearts”, a heroic special forces team is established to 
protect Turks globally, defending them wherever they face threats. They are courageously 
led by Colonel Tomris Toprak and the commander she chooses, Captain Batur Karanlik, on 
operations that highlight their passion, bravery and humanity in working together against 
hostile forces.

Tomris and Batur hand pick members of the “Turkish World Emergency Response Team”, 
selecting the most talented individuals to operate in the most challenging environments. 
They are to be the jewel in the crown of the Turkish Armed Forces, destined to fight for 
Turks in any place they are victimized across the world. 

Tomris performs military heroics despite deep personal suffering, her husband divorcing 
her when she refuses to give up her military career. When he takes their son away to 
Canada, she faces a personal battle to be reunited with the boy she loves. Captain Batur 
Karanlik, who matches her for skill and courage, is also destined to be a hero and will have 
to overcome his own personal tragedy.

But evil forces are determined to strangle the Emergency Response Team at birth, targeting 
Tomris and Batur on anti-terrorist operations. From a border military outpost, Captain 
Batur commands an operation to capture a leading terrorist and becomes engaged in 
a series of battles with his brave soldiers to overcome the militant’s treacherous plans.

Colonel Tomris, meanwhile, is sent on an operation in Azerbaijan where she too is 
confronted with forces seeking to frustrate her plans, and she must fight her way free 
from those who capture her. Only when they have both completed their operations can 
they bring together the members of the Nine Hearts team to swear their patriotic oath.
Their first mission as a team is to save Turkish nomads at the mercy of terrorist groups 
on the Uzbekistan-Afghanistan border. It is just the sort of task for which the Nine Hearts 
team was established -- to prevent a terrorist plot to destroy Turks across the world. As 
they fight, Colonel Tomris and Captain Batur are extremely outnumbered and stuck in 
hostile territory.

The people they meet and relationships they develop along the way will present their own 
difficulties. When Captain Batur’s attention is captured on the operation by a mysterious 
young woman, he does not know if he can trust her, whether she is friend or foe? It is a 
challenge they are to face repeatedly.

Tomris and Batur find themselves drawn into a dangerous world that engages their 
passions, hopes and fears, forming deep relationships that strengthen them in the great 
war which Nine Hearts is destined to fight.  Now that their team is on duty, no Turk is 
alone. They have opened a new heroic chapter in the two thousand-year history of the 
Turkish soldier.
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